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lnstructions
o Use black ink or ball-point pen.
o fill in the boxes at the top of this page with your name,

centre number and candidate number.
o Answer all questions.
o Answer the questions in the spaces provided

- there may be more space than you need.

o You must show allyour working.
o Diagrams are NOT accurately drawn, unless otherwise indicated.
o Calculators may be used.
o lf your calculator does not have a r button,.take the value of z to be

3.142 unless the question instructs otherwise.

lnformation
o The total mark for this paper is 80
o The marks for each question are shown in brackets

- use this as a guide as to how much time to spend on each question.

Advice

o Read each question carefully before you start to answer it.

o Keep an eye on the time.
o Try to answer every question.
o Check your answers if you have time at the end.
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Write 

-t00

Answer ALL questions.

Write your answers in the spaces provided.

You must write down all the stages in your working.

as a decimal.

(} .(}- *?

(Total for Question 1 is I mark)

2 Write down a multiple of 6 that is between 40 and 50

3 (a) Simplify 3-f " 5 g

rs$a
(b)Simplify rxl

u2-t
,:.
{$}

2n*6n{c) Srmoltlv 

-

2

tn
2-

trn
{r}

(Total for Question 3 is 3 mefk9_
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Ken buys some fruit.

He buys apples, bananas, peaches and oranges.

Ken buys

4 apples weighing 125 g each

2 bananas weighing 170 g each

3 peaches weighing 135 g each

Each orange has a weight of 90 g.

The fruit has a total weight of 1.785 kg.

(a) Work out how many oranges Ken buys.

r .4 <-"

t+- f t '4'-:"

2 x l*lc' f-

3x I?S. r'

:SG*5
St+c1

l-t"-c" 53

\i *1 85*

1"::+5s-
1"-\-s--a skc]

.5!t+-* + q* ::: &

Jane wants to buy 15 tomatoes.
She asks for I kg of tomatoes at a shop.

Jane assumes that each tomato has a weight of 75 g.

(b) (D If Jane's assumption is correct, will she get 15 tomatoes?

You must show how you get your answer.

If Jane's assumption is not correct, could she get 15 tomatoes?

Justify your answer.

&
\i3 t

[-S;aJ5= \l*Z*Sa

No I<
B*J bcl r... *:t*'*--: 6*Jc\

vrJ €-L fi4*f€- +{-\$*". \ kn

( ii)

P\ oo-^
-J -3qh

\7r.J Il-r.prLr
'--_J

\r*J {L L3!e

snc;v*n\* ; f t:P*.*&::e-+
\** r LLlg.L Lef *-F su,tryf €,d.
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60 students were asked how they get to school.

The table shows the results.

(a) What fraction of the 60 students did not walk to school?

rSrl2-+ 6 ? 33

Lo \
x6\

3 6cr.L

33
6o

(b) Complete the pie chart for the information in the table.

Bus Walk Car Bicvcle

Number of students 15 27 l2 6

;\\ -1O- tbzo 7f 36-

W*\\a

tion5is6marks
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Annie and Lily share some money in the ratio 4 : 3

(a) What fraction of the money does Lily get?

a
-| I

,"'
\N3

Rosie and Dan share some sweets.

I
Dan gets ' of the sweets.

4

(b) Write down the ratio of the number of sweets Rosie gets to the number of sweets Dan gets.

z> -. I,\!
.lu i
\\.I

(Total for Question 6 is 2 marks)

7 Steve says,

"There are more prime numbers between 20 and 30 2
than there are between l0 and 20" il r I ? r ---r| , t ,_ I , .l

Is Steve right?
You must show how you get your answer.

N \tc.--o- t s \^irc:,*1
.*fL.*";*xa-

o,ft 2 p{^ i"'t'e- -S b*-t-*e-o'-,^

3 ,La
r€tIT

,=-"d, fh pf t.t-re- -:

ca-ac& 2*S
2a c'rd 3c 

.

tr.e*l^] €g"*-\ I (3

(Ip-tal t-o":" -Q*e:t'sn Z u ?. R*rF$*..- ."....-

5
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Chrissy drew this graph to show the percentage of buses that got to a bus stop on time
for six months.
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(a) Write down one thing that is wrong with the graph.

\trK**"! 'sq*L*. t'kn qeflK'ct
ll_tf i,* iC sl St-itr au"r.-rrrPs

Percentage of
buses on time

::::r q{ cLn q.JJ
(--\

f rpry. 2a k,+-
{'$ '}

(b) Describe the trend in the percentage of buses that got to the bus stop on time.

[-]rK -Lt*n 4 i-s i'r.crle-pr] \r"\5
<:J ti^o \qcrr Pf?"3reS:S'e*$ i{l

otal for Ouestion 8 is 2 marks
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9 Here is a map of an island.

A straight road joins the two villages, Backley and Cremford.

(a) Work out the real distance between the two villages.

5f"3><<3'jS €' 2 "65. hr".

(b) Find the bearing of Cremford from Backley.

Diagram accurately drawn

2:6S-
Itl

t3c*

(Total for Question_ 9 is 3- n3;\.g)

Scale: 1 cm represents 0.5 km
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10 The diagram shows two shapes drawn on a centimetre grid.

(a) Find the area of shape P.

!r*i'-- ")* H '- >o d*
2_.

(b) Write down the mathematical name of quadrilateral Q.

(Total for Question

,$I .; -'>

l. {: 1*rl' \
.

\-*,r

\ ,." 1

r**",- \- \--tL"-

iN\

lQ-is-lse4i9 -* --
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11 The table shows a cricket club's income in2016 from a fete, a quiz and membership fees.

Income

f250Fete

Quiz Entry fees
Refreshments

1 3 at f5 each
f35

Membership fees 25 at L20 each

Express as a ratio

the income from the fete to the income from the quiz to the income from membership fees.

Give your ratio in its simplest form.

ff-*te- \T* S+ 3

p{ *ar..Le-r:Ship 2

+ s* &

Is* --f uo<;

S"< 2* ='

LJ

il
$

& sJcr <;

u-,*i a ; F'\e.r'-'Lqr Jk.p

cr c,) : s-i3 L)

z !{3

{;:2". 1s
(rotal &tQr"$!qn 1_1 i.l"p-*fk$__
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12 200 people live in a village.

23 people do not have a garden.

10 males do not have a garden.

95 people are male.

(a) Use this information to complete the frequency tree.

One of the people who does not have a garden is chosen at random.

(b) Write down the probability that this person is female.

r3
23

{'t.\

(Total for Question 1! ip !_,11111St)

10
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13 Ellie makes hats.

She makes at least 17 hats per hour.

She is paid 46p for each hat she makes.

Reaze is a waiter.
He works 35 hours and is paid a total of f.266

Show that Ellie's hourly rate of pay is more than Reaze's hourly rate of pay.

ri --1 r +6 = 1AZ.? € LL'*
= f,1"Rz per L.oqr

o2€.- 2.66 + 3sa {- ' 66
f- ['1:'^-o

6-\\.* <sr"\r Al " B"- Per l-rc'u^r,

6rl^J.!^ is rzrsr< fl^o^

[2.-o- <cr]n '$- '6s Per L"

(Total for Question 13 is 3 marks)

11
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14 a and b are odd numbers.

(a) Give an example to show that the value of 2(a + b) is a multiple of 4

X*L G=t, ls= i

2( l+i) :- 8) c\ '"-"-'\\'Pk -FLt-

{?}

(b) Show that, when a and b are both odd numbers, the value of 2(a + b) will always be a

multiple of 4

'n
\\ a e.d l= c/'e- t "=stt^ t>d"t\ /

C^ rb ' s e\vrlo$ e-ve'n

2 t' r-t€ J <>-\ eWQ,t' t\',;'r-<l't='-

Wlt\" s\ r^"q5* b " G- n^c^\{P[*

-F+
2>t-/: - +
-x2-+'i:'&'

2-X L" a 8,ro.u, for euestion 14 is 4 marks)

|-{t€rrea Cf-,+tlr,*ger-

g. = 2"^+-\

2 (l '^+l +- L'n*- j): 2(+'^ *-tr)
-\-

= 2{X(no'\
t'S <t &'H,, So
rr,ru[+\fPire oT- Lf"

12
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Mr Page uses oil to heat his home.

At the beginning of November there were 1000 litres of oil in his oil tank.

Mr Page bought enough oil to fill the tank completely.
He paid 50p per litre for this oil.
He paid a total amount of f750

At the end of February Mr Page had 600 litres of oil in the tank.
He bought enough oil to fill the tank completely.
The cost of oil had increased by 4%.

Work out the total amount Mr Page paid for the oil he bought in February.

*T *s;e> clt p + SoP €t I S{)a Lt{t**

Tr^h c.tnpc*-*itjl r ll Sile} t [t]e>c]

'Fr 2 SCl<: l,:bt-"--:s

_tk .. F scP €
!()C)

q u,\q,d^re-{]tJq Lel

-tc Szf
Lp 1.lf-Lq-Sqt-

g:€r [;

eit n e"ded. 25*cc= *6e:e: alte;*[;

11 ,*{:} >4 c} - 5.-2* : f nEE

f.

(Total for Question 15 is 5 marks)
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16 Solve 5x-6:3(x-l)

€"-3ac-:s 3c, \ -3
2x -'-.\

3
=e,

17 Emily buys a pack of 12 bottles of water.

The pack costs f,5.64

Emily sells all 12 bottles for 50p each.

Work out Emily's percentage profit.
Give your answer correct to 1 decimal place.

\2-x Sa p - he
nlo p.*Slt = /6

(:
- s.6+

)" ros

6.3
s.6t
R za-l

6'4 N

btal for Question 16 is 3 marks

uestion 17 is 3 marks

14
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18 Hasmeet walks once round a circle with diameter 80 metres.

A

There are 8 points equally spaced on the circumf-erence of the circle.

(a) Find the distance l{asmeet walks between one point and the next point.

Tf >r fc) E- tci Ti:-
K

^e 3 \ ' L't'-I -ga

TC

Four of the points are moved, as shown in the diagram below.

Hasmeet walks once round the circle again.

(b) Has the mean distance that Hasmeet walks between one point and the next point changed?

You must give a reason for your answer.

h4q,arr 5 &e.u1.s tke* Sqar11lq* gas {*tot
.4.'sbqrlqte, 'rn+.:.! l"-qs{ i;f {;l*"- .Ssitrlq-, 9rd.

&f^*.q" c^"re- ? pr::u".-t't
-" " Qsl"p-! fgr Qtl*:-ti-s-u-L8--is ?-..s"4**

JT: '"
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19 There are only blue cubes, yellow cubes and green cubes in a bag.

There are

twice as many blue cubes as yellow cubes

and four times as many green cubes as blue cubes.

Hannah takes at random a cube from the bag.

Work out the probability that Hannah takes a yellow cube.

-
\-Ll
tr o LG\

:l \rc

2> J<- 8a

e (Y1 = fta > h
_I-
It

(Total for Question 19 is 3 marks)

16
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(a) Rotate trapezium T 180' about the origin.
Label the new trapezium A.

," 
I;iT'il: T3trilffiH ;1. "...". [_-])

it I

(Tglel [q'Qqeql-rer zQ- F ? nurl.$ -""

I
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21 pt'p*:pt

(a) Find the value of x.

6
{$}

.-2- v -t0(t):/
(b) Find the value ofy.

v: S
{{}

l00o ,. 1000b can be written in the form 10'

(c) Show that w:2a + 3b

q, ^bIoo >< looa

=- G .,t)o>-( = 
t)" 

=
Lcr,lo ><

loo -
\@o =

3blC :-

(_
IO

3IC

vvlo

qS fr<<1t t.lre{
/)\

Total for uestion 2l is 4 marks

18
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22 ABCD is a trapezium.

A
24

Work out the size of angle CDA.
Give your answer correct to 1 decimal place.

F.h4 Ae_ L\.S.,^3

- s-* 61

P:*to3-ratr

(n*)'
€-

-1

{

)

? +. Sc,^^
6E- -.<2-<z

trD = 2+ c,-+.S a q, 5 c".-",.

-so H C'rt t+

qP
6 o*'

L'o*,.t rc* =
D "'t.SI " S-.t'-

dqj

rK- = 32 *2-1 s6*

3Z-3
(Total for Question 22 is 5 marks)

I

I

I

I
t

-*2
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Use your calculator to work out

(a) Write down all the figures on your calculator display.

Z:-1 56o3-\s-l
{}}

(b) Write your answer to part (a) correct to 2 decimal places.

2--7 Q
qB*

(Total for Question 23 is 3 marks)

20
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24 (a) Solve 2x2:72

2-c'< = 12'
z

:<-?: 3€

=-: 6 .rr -6
{R}

(b) Expand and simplify (2x + l)(3x - 2)

6..': f-:c- t3J< - 2

.- 2-6s -;g -z;
(c) Factorise x2 * 6x + 9

(-= -r3J(-'r-3 7\

Cc.ts) (^*3)
\l,\

Got"l &r auesl&s:l l!:-qt-r-K)"*-"-

TOTAL FOR PAPER IS 80 MARKS
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